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             HUMANISM AND RESILIENCE

             Humanism appears in Europe on the slow deconstruction of the feudal order, 
between Renaissance and the XVIII° century, with the rediscovery of the Greco Latin 
philosophy as a counterweight to Christianity. Stepping out of the Middle Ages where 
social order took precedence over private persons, it arrives at the dawn of the 
Modern Times to see the individual gradually winning out over any form of collective 
organization. Buoyed by the Christian notion of personal salvation, ennobled by the 
Cartesian rupture-which assigned to the cogito alone the exercise of knowledge and 
reflection- humanism an its corollary the individual arrives on the scene between the 
end of the Middle Ages and the French Revolution. Following Tocqueville, we 
generally celebrate humanism as the result of liberation from two forces: tradition and 
authority. It rejects the first in the name of freedom and the second in the name of 
egalitarianism, the basis of democracy. Refusing to allow its behavior to be dictated 
by an external law, humanism supposedly strives to leave behind the mental slavery 
that used to bind human existence to the past, to the community or to a transcendent 
figure (God, the Church, Royalty). Grotius was one of the first jurists to fond the  
natural law not any more on a divine order but on a human one and the civil 
authorities; No one put it better than Kant, in his definition of Enlightenment as man’s 
exit « from the state of minority where he has remained through his own fault » and 
each one’s conquest of autonomy, that is, the courage to think for himself without 
being directed by another. With the spread of the Enlightenment and the public use of 
reason, humanity would be ready to leave behind the crudeness of earlier times to 
achieve its own majority. But we should at first distinguish two humanisms: one that 
goes from the XVIII° century to world war two which we could call a humanism of 
conquest, another one that is burgeoning now which we could call a humanism of 
intelligence and resilience. 
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1)The sweet taste of life

The XVIII° century starts with a great promise addressed to humanity: life can be 
better, no one should be doomed to sorrow. The Enlightenment and the French 
Revolution not only proclaimed the erasure of the original sin but entered into history 
as a promise of felicity addressed to humanity as a whole. This a fundamental 
upheaval, a shift in the axis of history. Francis Bacon in the XVII° century assigned to 
science the role to «improve man’s estate », Adam Smith saw in men’s desire to 
make their condition better a sign of the divine and John Locke recommended that 
we avoid uneasiness. In short, everywhere people were becoming convinced that it 
was reasonable to hope for the establishment of well being on Earth. This reflected a 
marvelous confidence in man’s perfectibility, in his ability to free himself from eternal 
brooding on unhappiness and in his will to create something new, that is something 
better. A confidence in the combined powers of science, education and commerce to 
bring about the golden age of humanity that the utopian Saint Simon predicted in I8I4 
would be realized within a few generations. And finally, a certainty that humanity 
alone is responsible for the ills it inflicts on itself ant that it alone can remedy them, 
correct them without recourse to a Great Clockmaker or to a church that issue rulings 
from the beyond. An intoxicating feeling of a messianic dawn, a new beginning of 
time that can transform this valley of tears into a valley of roses. History non longer 
fouls the air, it perfumes it, and the world once again becomes a common home 
whose future is as important as the concern for our personal destiny after death. In 
view of the fact that since the Middle Ages the gap between humanity an its creator 
has never ceased to grow, man must rely solely on his own strength to organize his 
existence on Earth. What has changed since the Renaissance is that following 
economic and technological progress, life on earth has ceased to be seen as a 
penance or a burden. When humans became capable of reducing misery and 
controlling their destiny, their self disgust diminish. Life did not taste bitter any more 
as it used to have in the Middle Ages, everywhere a rehabilitation of instinct was 
under way, a conquest of the pleasant. The world could be a fertile garden and not a 
steril prison; pleasures were real and pain was no longer the sum total of human 
experience. Above all, people had to reconcile themselves with the body. It was no 
longer the ephemeral and disgusting envelope of the soul that one had to mistrust. 
Now the body was a friend, our sole skiff on Earth, a loyal companion that we should 
support and care for, treat with all sorts of medical and hygienic procedures;whereas 
religion urged us to muzzle, scorn and forget it. A triumph of comfort, the apotheosis 
of the padded, stuffed and convenient, of everything that absorbed shocks and 
guranteed well being. 
         In short Western humanism dared to rebel against its own traditions by 
responding to pain not with the consolation of the beyond but with the improvement 
of this world. The idea of progress supplants that of eternity and the future becomes 
the refuge of hope, the place where man is reconciled with himself. Such is the motto 
of the first humanism. In future should converge individual and collective felicities, 
including the aspirations to more justice and equality : right conduct is always 
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associated with pleasure and wrong conduct with pain. Thus humanity is constantly 
moving toward the Good and while moral progress may sometimes « be interrupted, 
it is never halted»(Kant). However the promised land in the future recedes before us 
and evaporates every time we try to size it. Nightmares were supposed to be 
dissipated. When they persist, they invalidate all the explanations, all the sophisms, 
mock the claim to identify the real with the rational. Suffering is unbearable because it 
wounds our pride by issuing a scathing denial of our omnipotence. Democratic 
societies are characterized by a growing aversion to suffering, thus a fragility to 
endure it. We all the more are scandalized by the latter’s persistence or spread 
because we can no longer resort to God for consolation. In that way, the first 
humanism gave rise to a certain number of contradictions from which we have still 
not emerged. 
       As soon as the goal of life is no longer to do one’s duty but rather to enjoy 
oneself, the slightest discomfort strikes us as an affront. For the eighteenth century 
as well as for us today, the persistence of suffering, that inexhaustible scourge of the 
human race, remains an absolute obscenity. The Enlightenment believed in the 
regeneration of the human race through the combined efforts of science, industry and 
reason. This belief contained no unbridled optimism but rather a carefully 
proportioned mixture of calculation and benevolence. We can overcome almost all 
the problems that cast a shadow over us. It is just a question of time and patience. 
Such is the illusion of the first humanism: that the world can be perfectly rationalized. 
There was a certain comfort in original sin, an optimism in that intimate hell in which 
each of us shares and which relieves the individual of a burden that overwhelms the 
human race as a whole. There is ultimately nothing tragic in it: the worst atrocities of 
history confirm original sin and the necessity of atonement. 

2)The new status of evil

            Everything changes when evil stands out against the background of the belief 
in human goodness: then it becomes a failure, a heresy. Now we are accountable for 
every infraction, every shortcoming, we are guilty of destroying the human race’s 
good opinion of itself. And whereas some people will seek to do away with evil as a 
whole, like revolutionaries, or, in part, like reformers, the suspicion arises that this 
project may be illusory and that misfortune will always shadow human experience. 
Even before the French Revolution married virtue with the scaffold and gave the lie to 
the dream of an ideal society through the episode of Terror, before the western 
nations launched the policy of colonialism, contradicting their own principles by 
submitting foreign peoples, the whole eighteenth century had experienced the 
difficulty of achieving felicity. People thought they were beginning a count down, 
doing away with iniquity, and then fell back into the same old ruts. Decidedly, the old 
world did not want to die. Resilience begins when we give up the idea of a global 
solution, when the human mind still registers a cleavage between values and facts. 
Now, deprived of its religious alibis, suffering no longer means anything, it encumbers 
us like a terrible load of ugliness that we do not know what do to with. It is no longer 
explained but simply noted. It has become the enemy to be killed because it defies all 
our pretensions to establish a rational order on earth. It used to generate 
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redemption ;now it is supposed to generate reparations. But by a strange paradox 
whose consequences we will discuss later, the more we try to eradicate suffering, the 
more it proliferates and multiplies. Then everything that resists the clear power of the 
understanding, the satisfaction of the senses and the propagation of progress is 
called «suffering »: the proclaimed society of well being gradually becomes a society 
haunted by distress, pursued by the fear of death, illness or aging. Masked by a 
smile, it detects everywhere an unbearable odor of disaster. 

   Let us add that he individual  that rises from the decomposition of the Ancient 
Regime rises in a problematic way, invested with the greatest expectations as with 
the greatest doubts. It is a historical creation that bounces between exaltation and 
distress. Released from the arbitrary nature of the ruling powers by a battery of rights 
that guarantee his inviolability(at least under a constitutional regime), he atones for 
the permission to be his own master by enduring a constant state of fragility. Until 
then, men had all belonged to each other through networks of relations and 
reciprocity, which inhibited them but also guaranteed them a status and a place. No 
one was really independent: a matrix of duties and obligations intertwined each one 
with his close relations and social ties were rich and varied. «The aristocracy», said 
Tocqueville, «made all the citizens into a long chain that extended from the peasant 
to the king;democracy breaks the chain, setting each link apart». Breaking up the 
antiquated solidarity(of the clan, the village, the family, the religion)upset the entire 
state of affaires. Being released from any obligation and being guided only by the 
lantern of his own understanding, the individual loses all assurance of a place, an 
order, a definition. He may have gained freedom but he has lost security, he has 
entered the era of perpetual torment . 
          Let us consider for example one event that struck the I8° century: the 
earthquake of Lisbon in I755  followed by a tsunami that killed between 50 000 to 
IOO OOO people. It was also an earthquake for the optimism of the Enlightenment. 
Three reactions followed this disaster: the first one was that of Voltaire who felt 
personally offended by this catastrophe and blames God for his cruelty. In a famous 
poem, he, the most optimistic philosopher of the New Ages, the ardent believer in the 
goodness of humanity, asks God why kill and drawn innocent children and their 
mothers, why punish them for which sins? Jean-Jacques Rousseau replies to Voltaire 
in an ironic letter: if so many people had not gathered in one city, this slaughter would 
never have happened. The disaster is due to the absurd human need to live by 
thousands in big towns. Disperse the crowds in the countryside and earthquakes will 
turn harmless. Last answer but not the least: the Marques of Pombal, prime minister 
of the King of Portugal. Spared by the tragedy, he thinks of the way to avoid the same 
kind of accident next time. So he makes plans, has Lisbon reconstructed with large 
avenues, small storey buildings separated from one another. He has the solidity of 
each construction tested: he makes pass in the streets of trolleys filled with stones 
and pulled by oxen to test the firmness of the foundations and their resistance in 
vibrations. Pombal who is a hero in the today’s Portugal not only reacted rationally to 
a nature catastrophe; he reacted in a resilient way that is in a shrewd way, 
understanding that you cannot overcome Nature, that you subject it only by obeying 
her laws. 
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3) The pathologies of will

  Since three centuries, our societies have set themselves the task of establishing 
happiness on Earth and we have been endlessly cataloging misfortunes to be 
eradicated. But sufferings, like the heads of the mythical hydra, keep growing back. 
The more we track them down, the more numerous they become;the list gets longer 
every day, forcing us to postpone indefinitely the promised felicity. For a long time the 
revolutionary movement liked to describe concerns connected with the fear of death 
and loneliness as futile and had only scorn for doctrines that dared to allude to them. 
Once capitalism, the source of all iniquities, had been overthrown, a new world in the 
service of humanity would emerge and suffering would gradually recede like the tide. 
As we know things did not work that way; not only did actual socialism multiplied 
misfortunes everywhere it was imposed but it left untouched all the problems inherent 
in the human condition which it regards as «petit bourgeois». 
          However, in dealing with the same subject, liberal democracies, though more 
prudent, have adopted a no less ambiguous attitude. If they prefer the long time of 
reform to the fast process of revolution, they continue to hope that a magical 
conjunction of science, technology and material process will succeed where 
totalitarianism failed. The West’s errors, in the second half of the twentieth century, 
was to give people the mad hope that an end would soon be put to all calamities: 
famines, poverty, diseases and old age were supposed to disappear within a decade 
or two and  a humanity cleansed of its age old ailments would appear a the gateway 
of the third millennium, proud of having eliminated the last traces of hell. In a period 
when the modest expectations of the ancient times have given way to rising desires 
typical of modern democracies , we live in a state of constant aspiration that is 
constantly disappointed. We are never loved, rewarded, gratified enough which 
makes us more vulnerable to the smallest adversity. In brief, in both cases, 
humanism proved itself quite un-human and indulged into what we could call the 
pathologies of the will. Grief, pain and sickness thus remain unexamined in modern 
secular ideology and have acquired the unenviable status of residues in a society 
moving towards the future: events that are sidelined, forbidden to appear in speech 
or elsewhere and with which everyone has to come to terms in his own way. But it is 
not suffering that has vanished, only its public expression. And that is where the 
notion of resilience, appeared on the second half of the twentieth century, shows up 
which is the double recognition of a specific trauma and our capability to overcome it. 
«Let us  acknowledge the existence of evil without adding to the uglinesses of life the 
absurd smugness of denying that they exist» said Voltaire. 
The denial of adversity is exactly the characteristic of the first humanism: having 
established  hedonism as an absolute value, death , suffering and effort become pure 
absurdities, intolerable assaults on our rights. They are not only ravaging but also 
useless which makes them an even bitterer pill to swallow. And we get impatient with 
their persistence because we have been told that they would soon disappear. We 
confound the painful and the unpleasant, the unfortunate and the arduous;everything 
that impedes or delays satisfaction is considered a misfortune. A traditional category 
like physical effort-except in its ludic form in sports – is banned ;and hard labor and 
unpleasant tasks are left to immigrants(an immigrant is someone who does not 
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measure his effort) But intellectual effort has also been annexed to the domain of 
oppression: that is the problem with schools that, seeking to respect children’s 
sacrosanct freedom and to spare them any vexation, often don’t attempt to transmit 
anything: learning is assimilated to persecution, we have to help students blossom, 
not impose abstract knowledge on them. As a result in the belief of human 
omnipotence, we have diminished human resilience. Furthermore, the first humanism 
has also dominated nature, exploited and exhausted the soils, turned man into the 
master and possessor of this world, subjected animals, forests, sceneries, oceans 
and ended in devastating our environment. 
That is why  a second humanism, alongside the law as an instrument of reparation 
and political combat as well as an actor of justice, drags a new relationship to 
suffering which might prove a fundamental revolution. Three stages: 
                      The first stage consists in recognizing, after so many years of 
repression, that misfortune and suffering are constitutive of the human condition, in 
relearning to live with it in order to escape lethal traps and to do the best we can with 
it. To make suffering part of our lives again, to reintroduce it in the common language, 
to free ourselves from the unhealthy fascination we have for it in order to reinforce 
our resistance to it. We have no lack of competing recipes for coping with distress. In 
addition to the two traditional recourses, those of the antiquity and Christianity, 
modern have multiplied meaning- giving, self-help therapies, not to mention our 
massive pharmaceutical arsenal and all the bodies of wisdom, medical traditions, 
religious denominations that our confused age-untidily calls to its bedside. We enjoy 
a profusion of reference points instead of one and only consensus. 
                   Second stage of this revolution: bringing people together on the basis of 
their common tragedies. We no longer claim to eliminate misfortune at a single blow, 
as revolutionary socialism used to do, but to eliminate it, bit by bit, when it afflicts us. 
Every trauma, accident, terrorist attack or epidemic gives rise to specific responses, 
to committees and associations in which a dual effort of mutual aid and exchange is 
made. People from all parts of society, from all backgrounds, happen to find 
themselves united by the same wounds and, seeing the limits of medicine and 
psychiatry, decide to form a group to fight their battle together. It was the great 
innovation of Alcoholics Anonymous to have inaugurated a behaviorist theory based 
on the drinker’s taking responsibility for his dependency, assisted by sponsors who 
have got through the same ordeal and survive it. Thus is reactivated, against 
intemperance, an ideal of self mastery under the supervision of monitors who protect 
and watch. Drinking or drugs continues to be the center of life but the relationship to it 
is gradually changed and a distance is taken with it. What is lost in giving up alcohol 
is regained in freedom: those who thought they had found a friend in alcohol and 
then saw this friend turning against them have discovered in the group’s rules a way 
of restoring their lost autonomy. 
             Third stage: if a new power is emerging in civil society, the power of victims, 
it consists of people who refuse to allow themselves to be reduced to victimhood and 
who aspire, even in their weakened physical condition, to regain their freedom and 
responsibility. Rejecting the victimization that argues that a handicap requires special 
exemptions, they bring their sickness into the public sphere in order to be recognized 
and to return to normal life. In other word they are not resigned  but resilient victims. 
For instance, this young french woman aviator who was confined to a wheelchair 
after an accident and who created a movement to gain acceptance for handicapped 
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pilots. Fundamental mutation: because of the demands made on it by sick people, 
hemophiliacs, cancer patients, aids patients, people with disabilities, a whole society 
is trying to come to terms with a new problem and to take control over its calamities 
through a double effort of pragmatism and sheer determination. What used to be a 
matter of bad luck is now conceived in terms of prejudices, that is «a modifiable 
inevitability»(Ernst Cassirer). They are fighting, here and elsewhere in the world of 
work and enterprise to regain their dignity and to prevent others from defining them 
exclusively by their disabilities. In this way the seriously ill, the traumatized and 
accident victims, strong in their common weaknesses, manifest their freedom with 
regard to what had previously put hem in the category of sub citizens, those receiving 
assistance. They are fighting against segregation that made them lepers, bearers of 
bad news. They are fighting to remain members of human community. Such is 
resilience: the refusal to be dispossessed of our own diseases, distresses by an 
outside authority, whether medical or other and the demand to be associated, as 
much as possible, in the process of caring for ourselves and reconstructing 
ourselves. 

4) Resilience or Denial

              In short the modern citizen, in the age of resilience, is a suffering subject in 
revolt against his suffering. To be modern is to be incapable of playing the hand we 
are dealt. On one side there is a modesty in this new humanism: we can cure certain 
diseases but not disease  itself which reappears in new forms and perseveres with a 
diabolic ingenuity that defies our most elaborate resources. Each period, thinking it 
has supplanted the preceding one has to bear a new cross. On the other hand  there 
is a rebellion against any form of capitulation: we do not indulge anymore with 
positivist optimism, religious postulates or hedonistic forgetfulness. As Oscar Wilde 
wrote: «Those who refuse combat are more seriously injured than those engaged in 
it». 
         Although we have to cure ourselves of the desire to cure everything and to free 
human beings from their fragility and imperfections, it would be absurd that we yield 
to the Minotaur of suffering and resign ourselves to our limits on the grounds that 
human race is not indefinitely malleable. The fact that not everything is possible does 
not mean that nothing is permitted. And the borderline between insurmountable 
inevitabilities and modifiable injustices is no sooner established that it has alreadey 
shifted. We cannot do everything but we can intervene in the domains that depends 
on us, we can ally ourselves with nature to combat it when it tries to eliminate us and 
we have to ally with other men to protect nature when it is threatened by human 
enterprises. Or to put it otherwise: we have to protect nature and to protect ourselves 
from nature. We have to protect man and to protect ourselves from human hubris. In 
this sense resilience is the wisdom of limits: we transgress them the better to 
recognize their power. Such is the pragmatic, resilient attitude of modern humanism 
which, since we do not have the key to human distress, undertakes therapeutic 
makeshifts, temporary solidarities, thereby combining humility with determination. We 
are free to loosen our bonds but no to free ourselves from them forever and we set 
limits only to transgress them. It is for each generation to continue the combat where 
the preceding one left off, knowing full that every progress leads to new regressions, 
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that the elimination of one scourge is immediately followed by the emergence of a 
new one. This war of resilience opens up as many battles as it ends. We have never 
fought so much against the calamities of life as we have since we have discovered 
there is no permanent solutions for our misfortunes. The fact that we are not 
omnipotent and immortal does not mean that we are powerless: we only have limited 
powers as the imperfect human beings that we are. What we are awkwardly groping 
toward today is an art of living that includes acknowledgment of  adversity but does 
not fall into the abyss of renunciation: an art of enduring that allows us to exist with 
sorrows, sicknesses, mourning, death and against them. Such is what I would call a 
humanism of resilience: a humanism of confidence in people, in their aptitude to 
correct their own errors and to impose limits upon themselves, to wake up and focus 
their minds at the smell of danger. Take the crisis in Europe. In the tempest we are 
crossing we need a guide. This guide is called more than veer the ideals of the 
Enlightenment: reason, education, freedom of the mind, secularism, compassion 
towards the weak, hatred of fanaticism, servitude, poverty. They are our moral 
compasses only able to take the Old World out of its spiritual coma. Even if by 
disgrace, the Europe of the 27 collapsed, abandoning its more derelict nations to 
anarchy, we would have to start it over at 2, 5 or 8  and avoid to repeat the same 
errors. We have no choice. In this regard this ordeal is the best thing that can happen 
to us, a test in real of our capabilities of resilience. Of our discomfort, it is always 
possible to make a civilization. Reinvent or decay: we have the choice between the 
challenge or the defeat. Our bet is not only to decrease our exposition space to the 
chances but also to increase the capacity of resistance in the misfortunes. Increase 
our stamina rather tan our confusion. As a last resort, we must always bet on man’s 
astuteness and grandeur. Resilience stands between two extremes, the fantasy of 
total mastery and the feeling of fear and disenchantment.That is why optimism like 
pessimism are unsuitable: they both miss the bi-fold truth of our universe, precarious 
balance between two extremes. Neither despair nor bliss, but an eternal discomfort 
that demands that we fight alternatively on several fronts without ever believing that 
we have won, without ever stopping to rest. An to finish, this architectural example of 
resilience: in Christchurch, New Zealand, a city struck by thousands of earthquakes 
every year, and totally devastated last year, a Japanese architect Shigeru Ban, world 
famous for his «paper tube structures» has constructed a transitional cardboard 
Cathedral on concret foundations that could contain 700 people on the assumption 
that cardboard buildings resists seisms better than concrete. The most fragile is more 
resistant than the hardest. Only  smart weakness can resist the brutalities of Nature. 
As Blaise Pascal  the French philosopher and mathematician of the XVII° century, put 
it: «Man is a thinking reed; he bends but does not break». 
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